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Electron Coulomb glass ?

Ben Chorin et Ovadyahu (1991): anomalous field effect and very slow 
relaxation of conductance in insulating indium oxide

J. H. Davies, P. A. Lee and T. Rice (1982): 

localized electrons + unscreened coulomb repulsion ! highly 
correlated ! new glass (finite T glass transition?)

Manifestation of the electron (Coulomb ?) glass in indium oxide …
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Indium oxide … what else ?

QUESTIONS:

- What is special with indium oxide ? Why no other system ?

- Standard doped semi-conductors:  Ø

-What about granular metals ?  

! look for these effects in granular Al

 actually seen in: granular gold (Adkins et al., 1984)
   ultrathin lead (Goldman et al. , 1997 and 2001)
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Granular Aluminium samples

* nanometric Al grains 
covered by Al2O3

* Al evaporated in P(O2)

Al, Au

Gate Al or Si++

Insulator Al2O3, SiO2 100nm

20 nm
Granular Al thin film

Study insulating films:
 
R/! at 4K: 100 k! ! 100 G!
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Out of equilibrium effects: slow relaxation

Never ending slow conductance relaxation after a quench

T

tt = 0

4.2K

Vg

tt = 0

Vgeq
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- Field effect anomaly (the “cusp” or “dip”)

- Amplitude grows like Ln(t)

Out of equilibrium effects: field effect anomaly

T

tt = 0

4.2K

Vg

tt = 0

Vgeq

80s scans

R!=30M! at 4.2K

0.8%

G(t, Vg) after a quench at 4.2K
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FIG. 1: (a) G(Vg) curves measured at di!erent times t after
a cool down to 4.2K. Vg = Vgeq = 0V between Vg sweeps.
(b) Corresponding G(t) curves for negative Vgs in and out of
the conductance dip region. Sample 20nm thick with R! =
550M" at 4.2K. See the text for the details.

sweeps from !15V to +15V (250s long) were taken every
6000s after the cool down. All the G(Vg) curves display a
conductance dip centered on Vgeq which reflects the mem-
ory of the relaxation associated with the stay under Vgeq.
Far enough from Vgeq (here for |Vg| > 5V ), G is roughly
constant and this baseline reflects the ”o!-equilibrium”
conductance Gref previously mentioned. Looking at the
time evolution of G(Vg) curves, two features are salient.
First, the amplitude of the dip increases as a function of
time. This result is well known from previous studies [2–
5]: the longer the stay under Vgeq, the more pronounced
the dip is. Second, and this is the new feature we aim
to discuss here, the baseline conductance also decreases
as a function of time. As highlighted in Fig. 1b, the
G decrease is well described at any Vgs by a ln t depen-
dence, more pronounced in the dip region because of the
superposed baseline relaxation and dip growth.

To be more quantitative, we can define a parameter
which physical meaning will become clear later, the slope
ratio SR of the G relaxation slope in Fig. 1b at Vgeq to
the Gref relaxation slope (at !10V for example). For
the sample of Fig. 1, SR " 2.9. We have measured 4
di!erent 20nm thick films with R! values from 10M" to

10G". A baseline relaxation was always observed, with
SR at 4K between 2 and 3. For one film, the gate and
the gate insulator were respectively Al and alumina and
consistent results were obtained, which excludes any role
of a specific gate insulator material or its interface with
the film.

We checked that this baseline relaxation was indepen-
dent of the Vg history by using the ”two dip” protocol
[5]. After some time under Vgeq1, Vgeq was changed to
Vgeq2 for the rest of the experiment. We observed the
formation of a new dip at Vgeq2 and the erasure of the
old one at Vgeq1 (as already known [3, 5]), but the base-
line relaxation in any Vg range far enough from Vgeq1 and
Vgeq2 continue as if no Vgeq change was imposed.

One may think that the baseline relaxation is induced
by the Vg sweeps themselves. Indeed, when measuring
G(Vg) curves, a small dip starts to form at each measured
point. The baseline thus reflects a short time relaxed
G value (10s being typical for our sweeps parameters).
We know from the ”two dip” protocol results that a dip
formed during 10s will be erased roughly in about 100s
[2, 3]. In our case, we wait for 6000s between two Vg

sweeps, thus no memory of the previous sweep is expected
out of the dip region. In one experiment, we checked that
the baseline relaxation was una!ected by the suspension
of Vg sweeps during 30h.

An experimental artefact that may explain the base-
line relaxation is the existence of a T drift after the cool
down. Due to the rapid divergence of the films resistance
at low T , the observed baseline variations correspond typ-
ically to drifts of few mKs (" 2.5mK for the whole relax-
ation observed at 4.2K in Fig. 1). We have performed
di!erent tests (thermometer stability, comparison with
and without He exchange gas) which indicate that the T
drifts are much smaller than the baseline relaxation am-
plitude. The e!ect of the film thickness discussed below
will definitely ruled out any interpretation in terms of a
T drift.

If the baseline relaxation is a property of the granular
film itself, how can we explain it? A simple hypothesis
is to state that the granular Al film, although electri-
cally insulating, has a metallic-like screening length Lsc

that is smaller than its thickness Th (Th = 20nm in Fig.
1). Then, only the layer of the film located at a distance
smaller than Lsc from the gate insulator is sensitive to Vg

changes. The conductance dip #Gdip reflects the relax-
ation of this layer, whereas the conductance baseline Gref

reflects the relaxation of the rest of the film. The conduc-
tance relaxation measured at Vgeq is then the sum of the
two contributions: #G(Vgeq, t) = #Gdip(t) + #Gref (t).
Since the relaxations at any Vg are well described by a
ln t dependence, we can write #Gref (t) = !Aref ln t and
#Gdip(t) = !Adip ln t. The slope ratio SR is by defini-
tion equal to (Adip + Aref )/Aref . If the film is homo-
geneous, it is natural to suggest that Adip and Aref are
respectively proportional to Lsc (the Vg sensitive layer

Out of equilibrium effects: thickness dependence

- signature of a finite screening length (Lscreen around 10 nm)

Baseline relaxation in «thick enough» samples:
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Gate

Granular 
Aluminium  +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     +     + 
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 ! at low T (most measurements at 
4K)

When do we see this anomaly ?

! in more insulating samples 

- it is most prominent (in %):

 - for practical reasons we study samples were the anomaly is not so large 
("1%) but it can be a large effect (more than 10%) 

R!(25 K) = 1 T!
- the anomaly is always seen in 
insulating films

R!(4 K) = 200 k! 300 M! 
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Cusp dynamics

Recall: after a cooling 

After a gate voltage change:  

T

t

4.2K

Vg

tt = 0

Vgeq1

Vgeq2
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Is the dynamics activated ?

Is the dynamics accelerated when T is increased ? (it would explain why the 
dip becomes very faint)  

But how to detect a change of the dynamics if it has no characteristic time ?

 ! look at the erasure time of a previously formed dip 

time (A. U.)
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Is the dynamics activated ?

" dynamics is not activated

I II G
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If it is a glass … does it age ?

T

t

creep 
time t

stress #0
strain $

0

 age te

0

Tg

Ex: creep tests on polymers
Creep compliance (t) = $ (t) / #0

PVC quenched from 90°C to 40°C (Tg=80°C)
L.C.E Struik, 1978

The dynamics depends 
on time: the « older » the 
system, the slower the 
response to a stimulus !

AGEING:
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« ageing» and « Two dip » protocols

T

t

time t
0

 age tw1

0

Tg

Standard « ageing » protocol

Vg

t
t = 0

Vgeq1

Vgeq2

tw2

T

t
4.2K

« Two dips » protocol

tw1
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* Zero field cooled 
relaxation (ZFC):

* Isothermal remanent 
magnetization (IRM):

equivalent spin glasses protocols
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Standard ageing protocol (1)

T

t

 age tw1

Vg

t

G

t

4.2K

New dip growth: NOT like Ln(t)
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Standard ageing protocol (2)

Departures from pure Ln(t)
relaxation scale with tw1 

Effective relaxation time 
distribution d%G2/dLn(t) 
scales with tw1 
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Rejuvenation by annealing
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Example of spin glasses

Zero field cooling relaxation Magnetization (t)

E. Vincent, 2006

The age of the system is printed in its relaxation time distribution
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« ageing» and « Two dip » protocols

T

t

time t
0

 age tw1

0

Tg

Standard « ageing » protocol

Vg

t
t = 0

Vgeq1

Vgeq2

tw2

T

t
4.2K

« Two dips » protocol

tw1
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Two dip protocol: very «old» system

t/tw2 scaling

« Two dips » protocol

Erasure time
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Two dip protocol: «young» (ageing) system 

t/tw2 scaling: 
memory of tw2

value of /tw2 erasure time: 
memory of tw1

Vg

t
t = 0

Vgeq1

Vgeq2

tw2

T

t
4.2K

« Two dips » protocol
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A simple quantitative approach 
when tw1>>tw2

A simple model can reproduce the data:

-collection of independant reversible 
« degrees of freedom »
- additive effect on G
- tunnel ! Ln(&i) has a broad (flat) 
distribution

Then: 

erasure time
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«Superposition principle»
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Application of the principle for G(Vg=Vg2) 

«Superposition principle»
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A simple quantitative approach of ageing

-collection of independant reversible « degrees of 
freedom »

- additive effect on G

- Ln(&i) has a broad (flat) distribution

- &i" # &i$
Suppose:
 &i$ = &0 exp('i) and &i$ = &0 exp(k * 'i) 
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A simple quantitative approach of ageing

K=1.05

K=0.95

K=1

!0 = 10-14

tw = 104, 105 and 106
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Is this glass purely electronic ?

- 1) in Indium oxide: effect of carrier concentration (varied by changing oxygen 
concentration)

* systematic effect of carrier concentration on the field effect anomaly 
width

* the dynamics is also influenced by the carrier concentration (fast 
erasure of a formed field effect anomaly by a high enough Vg change) 

- competing « extrinsic » (non electronic) scenarios 
can be envisaged (slow atomic or ionic processes 
influencing the conductance) 

- are there indications in favor of the coulomb electron 
glass ?
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Is this glass purely electronic ?

50*40 (mm)2

- 2) slow relaxation in mesoscopic samples :

Size: 30 * 30 µm2

- mesoscopic fluctuations (fluctuations of percolation path as a function 
of Vg) and the cusp coexist

- both seem to have very different time scales (disorder seems totally 
frozen) ! may be consistent with electron glass (cusp slow relaxation 
not due to disorder (atoms) relaxation)
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Is this glass purely electronic ?

- 3) systematics in other materials: 

Up to now:

- studied in: indium oxide, granular aluminium

- seen in: granular gold, ultra thin Pb on a-Ge

- being studied in Ni films (without oxide, strong 
effect of magnetic field on the dynamics, Aviad 
Frydman)

- maybe present in icosahedral insulating 
quasicrystal i-AlPdRe

What do these materials have in common ?
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Only expected in insulating samples ?

Conduction path 
(percolation):
« fast » electrons

Islands of coulomb glass
« slow » electrons

Apparent paradoxes: 

- thermal memory of cusp but not of « back-ground » conductance

- very slow relaxations even for weakly (and metallic?) insulating samples

Consistent picture (?) :

   

The conducting channel is 
influenced by the slowly relaxing  
coulomb glass islands
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Understanding the dynamics ?

- mechanism / significance of the ageing behaviour ?
(indication for the importance of correlations ?)
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What we need: 

theoretical predictions* 

*that can be tested experimentally

40
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